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In addition to CFA Institute’s flagship publication, the Financial Analysts Journal (the “FAJ”), and its well-known CFA Digest and CFA
Magazine publications, CFA Institute offers a wealth of learning and professional development resources to address member goals
ranging from casual interest to in-depth study. Content is delivered via print, webcasts, podcasts, and online courses. A round-up of
my favorites are listed below. CFA Institute also offers the CE Diary for tracking continuing education credits earned.
CFA Institute Conference Proceedings articles offer conference speaker presentations in an edited, easy-to-read article format,
allowing you to experience the content offered at a variety of conferences without actually being there. These diverse insights from
leading practitioners and academics address everything from risk management to wealth management, conventional wisdom to
cutting-edge concepts. Articles are published online throughout the year. Conference Proceedings articles qualify for 0.5 CE credit
each.
The CFA Institute Research Foundation supports the exploration of new and challenging topics in investment management by
publishing online books that are free to everyone. Books are listed by year of publication, and you may also search titles by topic. Sign
up for e-mail alerts to find out when new publications are posted online. Research Foundation publications qualify for 5 CE credits each
The Investment Risk and Performance Newsletter is an online publication for CFA Institute and CIPM Association members working
in the field of performance evaluation and presentation. The newsletter provides practical perspectives on global and regional
issues facing the investment performance measurement field. Subscribe to the Investment Risk and Performance Newsletter in the
Newsletters & Alerts area of your account.
CFA Institute Webcasts, Podcasts & Online Learning allow you to keep up with industry luminaries and topical experts through
numerous multimedia products. Watch webcasts of conference speakers, society events, Research Foundation authors, and career
management strategies.
The CFA Institute Take 15 Series is an ongoing series of short interviews (less than 15 minutes) with leading practitioners on timely
topics focused on the investment profession. These sessions are available in video and audio podcast format.
CFA Institute online courses provide opportunities for self-paced learning in a web-based environment. Each course is designed to
provide practical learning materials and activities geared towards assisting practitioners with mastering a particular subject. Topics
range from behavioral finance to fixed income to private wealth, and more.
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